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I tried a few other things as well
such as using an online converter

such as this one ( but it gets
more and more difficult the

longer the text is. A: You may do
it in two steps : Replace each

consecutive two characters pair
(e.g. char1, char2) with one

character (char1char2,
char2char1) Replace each string
of the form [char1][char2] (e.g.
[A,A], [B,B], [C,D], [E,E], [F,F],...)

with [char1char2] The second
step is necessary since the first
one does not allow to generate
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short sequences by joining the
last letter of one string to the
first letter of the next one (it
works with two consecutive

letters only, and among the sets
{A,A,A,A} and {C,C,A,C} only
{A,C} is possible with the first
rule). With the example in your
question, the transformation is

implemented as a list
comprehension : for (c1, c2) in

['AEIOUY', 'BCDFGHJKLMNPQRSTV
WXZ','ABCDEFGHJKLMNPQRSTVW
XYZ','AB0123456789']: result =
[''.join(i) for i in [[c1, c2] for j in

range(1, 4) if ((j >= 1 and j [%s]"
% (c1, result)) # output : # # [A]

-> [AA] # [A] -> [AC] # [E] ->
[EE] # [I] -> [IH] # [O] -> [OO] #
[U] -> [UH] # [Y] -> [YH] # [] ->
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[] Or, using a dict, with a number
assigned to each character as

key and its value to be the
transformed character
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agent. But that's unlikely and it's
no secret the Knicks don't have a

ton of interest in Irving. In the
end, it will be Irving who leads
the bid if Davis does choose to
leave New York. NEW YORK --

The Knicks were quick to let John
Calipari know they weren't

interested in the Kentucky coach,
but that doesn't mean they're out

of the running for him. Calipari
has recently begun naming one
of the top candidates for the job

at the Final Four in April, and
sources told ESPN.com that he
has narrowed down his list to

Oklahoma City's Billy Donovan
and Michigan State's Tom Izzo

and Spartans coach Tom Izzo. "I
would say he is very well
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considered. He's in great demand
and that's all I can tell you," one

source with knowledge of the
process told ESPN.com on

Sunday. "He is a hot name, and
as much as he says he is not, he

is a hot name." There is no
timetable for Calipari's decision,
but sources say the Final Four is
a logical place for him to make
his announcement, as he has

done before when he planned to
leave Cincinnati after the

tournament. An interest in both
Donovan and Izzo would be

interesting, given that the two
schools -- mainly Oklahoma City
-- are close to Kentucky. Calipari

is the coach of Kentucky's
national champions. His big-
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name recruit, Anthony Davis,
played for him before he was

selected No. 1 overall in the 2012
NBA draft and his success at

Kentucky is widely regarded as a
major factor in Davis' decision to

leave the school
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